
Promote Anti-Discrimination Practice

Question 1

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

We will encourage clients to be independent members of the community and to take as much charge for their own
self-care as is possible.

[   ] Clients should be told what to do

[   ] Clients cannot take responsibility because they are ill

[   ] The Person in Charge is always right

[   ] Clients can take responsibility for their own decisions and actions

Question 2

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

In my work, I adhere to the Legal Requirements of the Care Standards Act. I meet the requirementsof the Registering
Authorities within my role and aim to improve on these requirements. I have a ‘duty of care’ to my clients.

[   ] The carer is always right

[   ] The carer takes liberties when the Person in Charge is away

[   ] All staff must work within legal boundaries and policies

[   ] There are time when chances have to be taken

 

Question 3

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

I will advise and support clients with any matter they may require assistance with, within my role and capability. I
ensure that no personal information regarding a client is disclosed to a third party without prior agreement of the
client concerned.

[   ] Information gathering must be current and decisions made on the analysis thereof

[   ] There are times when you keep quiet about an issue

[   ] Sometimes information should be exaggerated to achieve a result
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[   ] You should not listen to information as it is just gossip

 

Question 4

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

Communication with clients should be at the level of their understanding and provide privacy and promote dignity
and self-respect. Carers via communications with client’s family, previous recording assessment and observation
will be aware of any associated difficulties. It may be necessary to remind e.g. confused elderly clients from time to
time and assist where necessary.

[   ] The carer should wait and be asked for help from a client regarding their rights

[   ] Sometimes it is helpful to be an advocate for a client with their permission

[   ] The client's solicitor should deal with their rights

[   ] The client has no rights as they are in care

Question 5

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

The Home encourages care workers to take on the role of advocates to promote the awareness of clients’ rights and
help them gain access to the services they need.

The following set of values is supported for all clients:

• The freedom of choice on personal matters and preferences.

• The opportunity to fulfil personal ambitions and develop knowledge and skills.

• The right to the fullest expression of citizenship.

• The right to lead as independent a life as possible.

• The right to privacy and personal space without hindrance.

• To be treated with respect and dignity in a caring manner at all times.

• To be recognised as an individual with regard to personal needs irrespective of circumstances.

• The  right of freedom of movement from one place to another without restriction.

[   ] The client has no rights or responsibilities

[   ] Rights and responsibilities can sometimes conflict and cause tension and need to be
dealt with appropriately to have a successful conclusion

[   ] Clients have rights and can exercise their rights over the responsibilities of themselves
or others as they pay for their care

[   ] Rights and responsibilities are the same thing
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Question 6

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

It is necessary that all records be accurate, legible and complete and current in all circumstances including the
promotion of rights and responsibilities. An example of this is a Client's Contract.

[   ] A client's contract should be printed, clear and signed by all relevant parties, so all
recordsaree accurate, legible and complete and current

[   ] It doesn’t matter if the client doesn’t sign their contract as  all records are accurate,
legible and incomplete and current

[   ] This Home does not issue contracts, as nol records be accurate, legible and complete
and current

[   ] They do not need a contract as they have a nice room, and some records be accurate,
legible and complete and current

Question 7

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

Complaints Procedures

Clients or their representatives are encouraged to ask any member of staff for further information on matters which
they genuinely do not understand. Occasionally, the response may not be seen to be adequate; in which case it is 
important to seek an answer from the proprietor at the earliest possible time. The Proprietor will then investigate the
circumstances and attempt to resolve the problem/s. In the event of the problem/s not being satisfactorily resolved
the issue may be serious enough to involve the Registering Authority.

[   ] Clients shouldn’t complain as they are lucky to have a place in the Home

[   ] All complaints should be hushed up

[   ] Only minor complaints should be made

[   ] Clients are issued with and are aware of the Complaints Procedure

 

Question 8

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Two out of four are right

[   ] Clients can make their own informed decisions

[   ] Clients cannot take responsibility because they are ill

[   ] The Person in Charge is always right

[   ] Clients can take responsibility for their own decisions and actions
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Question 9

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Two out of four are right

[   ] I only advocate for clients when they are unable to do so, and wish me to
communicate on their behalf

[   ] Sometimes when a client finds it difficult to speak, I finish their sentences for them as it
saves time

[   ] I always ask if the client needs help, as sometimes they do and cannot say

[   ] The clients rights are not a matter for me as I am going off duty

Question 10

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

[   ] There are never any tensions between rights and responsibilities in the Home

[   ] Sometimes, a client has to be advised that their needs are compromised by what they 
see as a right, and their responsibilities to themselves and others

[   ] There cannot be rights without irresponsibility to others

[   ] Clients rights are paramount and need not involve others

Question 11

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Two out of four are correct

 

[   ] There are never any tensions between rights and responsibilities in the Home

[   ] Sometimes, a client has to be advised that their needs are compromised by what they
see as a right, and their responsibilities to themselves and others

[   ] There cannot be rights without responsibility to others

[   ] Clients rights are paramount and need not involve others

Question 12

Foster Peoples Rights and Responsibilities

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Two out of four are right

[   ] Most clients understand the need for rights and responsibilities to be balance. This will
prevent altercation and can be persuaded to see what is right
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[   ] If there are conflicts between rights and responsibilities, the clients can sort it
out themselves as I am not going to get involved

[   ] There is usually a solution to tensions and conflicts over rights and
responsibilities where two conflicting positions can agree a compromise

[   ] I will pick up the pieces once they have finished arguing

Question 13

Foster Equality and Diversity of People

Statement of Values

I UPHOLD THE FOLLOWING VALUES FOR CLIENTS:

CHOICE

The opportunity to select Independently from a range of Options as available.

RIGHTS

The maintenance of all entitlements associated with Citizenship.

FULFILMENT

The realisation of personal Aspirations and Abilities in all aspects of daily life.

INDEPENDENCE

The opportunity to Think and Act without reference to another person including a willingness toincur a degree of
Calculated Risk, unless that risk involves others.

PRIVACY

The right to be alone or undisturbed and free from Intrusion, or Public Attention in relation toIndividuals and their
Affairs.

The right to Privacy includes the need to respect the confidential nature of information relating tothe Client their
Family and Friends.

DIGNITY

A recognition of the Intrinsic value of People regardless of circumstances by respecting their Uniqueness and their
personal needs.

The right to dignity includes the recognition of, and the catering for, an individuals Ethnic, Cultural and Religious
needs.

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

The right of Passage of Clients to move to any area or place of their preference, either inside or outside of any
Designated Border.

Any prevention of movement is against the Clients Civil Liberty, which is a fundamental Human Right.

[   ] I am a member of a racist group

[   ] Everyone should have the ability to be different and abide the law

[   ] You should never polish a step on Sunday
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[   ] We should all be the same as we are from the same country

Question 14

Foster Equality and Diversity of People

The Home is an equal opportunities carer and employer and no discrimination of any sort is practised. Our intent is
to ensure equality of opportunity and response so that no person shall be disadvantaged during their relationship
on grounds of age, race, ethnic origin, religion, gender, marital status, parental status, disability, unrelated criminal
convictions, or because of  heir sexual orientation or proclivities. I oppose racism, sexism, ageism, heterosexism
and all forms of discrimination based on ethnic origin, disability, marital status, parental status, religious beliefs, 
unrelated criminal activity.

[   ] Our organisation's policy is in line with the Race Relations Act

[   ] I have been a supporter of the Klu Klux Klan.

[   ] I like most people but there are a few races that worry me

[   ] It is legal to become racist at a football match

 

Question 15

Foster Equality and Diversity of People

I will reserve the right to refuse any service to anyone who clearly demonstrates any of the Aforementioned forms of
discrimination.

[   ] I put my hands over my ears when I hear a racist remark

[   ] Discrimination happens, so get on with it

[   ] I would swear and abuse and then ask for help, guidance and advice if I heard a racist
remark

[   ] The individual was a racist, so I refused to let them into the cultural meeting 

Question 16

Foster Equality and Diversity of People

Where I am unsure of any discriminatory behaviour and need help, I will seek advice and guidance from a senior
member of staff, I understand that this may lead to legal action against anyone believed to use discriminatory
behaviour.

 

[   ] I don't mind equality but diversity is another thing

[   ] I would have to read up about those cripples to get advice and guidance first

[   ] I know as much as anyone else on the subject, so I would deal with it myself

[   ] I would discuss issues raised with the appropriate person if I could not deal with the
issues myself
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Question 17

Foster Equality and Diversity of People

All information whether written or unwritten will be dealt with, without any malice or detriment to that person which
would be deemed to be accurate, relevant, current and appropriate to the individual and situation. It will promote
equality and diversity.

[   ] I would exaggerate the situation as I do not like those people anyhow

[   ] I would ensure that the information was correct, current, accurate and legible, no matter
who they were

[   ] The information would be written down and I would write about the situation as I saw fit,
without taking further statements from others

[   ] Sometimes, because of time constraints, I would leave some important information out
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